Works, days and memes English teachers
We talked about what topics teachers discuss anonymously in the pages of social networks (in short, complaining of the high workload, low
salaries and difficult children, but also eager to share success and professional jokes). In this case, the address of the Western colleagues often
hear cues like "they have no such problems" or "im good...".
We looked at the English site Teacher Memes and other resources that collect unpretentious pictures with captions, devoted to the teaching of life,
and we offer you to evaluate what the problems are with the local teachers. We can say at once: to fight for the attention of the class and write
lesson plans have all teachers cheap research paper writing service, regardless of country of residence.

about the main thing: the end of summer
Undeserved teacher of Russia
A common theme that worries everyone, causing a variety of emotions —going back to work after a long vacation. In late summer, the teachers
make a list of signs that indicate the inexorable approach of the new school year, as well as the typical experiences and actions that it is
accompanied by.
When you start having dreams about school, it is a sure sign that classes will start soon. Though one would rather call them nightmares.
With the approach of autumn is dedicated to the first of September, starts to appear more and more often...
You start to practice the pronunciation of names, only received the list of new students. But then earlier mistaken.
The world knows no greater fatigue than that experienced by the teacher during the first week of September.(source: teachermemes.com)What
subject? The subject of suffering: shoes, corresponding to a strict dress code that you have to wear after a summer spent in flip-flops.For its part
we will notice that the Shoe business style is also can (and should) be convenient, especially if you stand all day in front of an audience.(source:
teachermemes.com)
The picture of the world teachers from small American cities is the students and parents that like to appear relaxed and serene summer teachers in
your local Mall, caf or at the cinema to discuss important issues. Such teachers are the creators of memes often give the advice to divert attention
and escape.

little things in life: spinners and lockers
The school also teachers from the beginning of the school year waiting for a lot of small household and educational problems — for example, the
queue at the photocopier or in the dining room, too much students ' attention to entertainment content in smartphones and correspondence through
messengers. As well as the ubiquitous devices that accompany students in the school. Some of them are transport corridors, others playing music,
others are just turning.
This has certain advantages: not following technological trends and toys, the teacher can, without making any effort to be aware of all fashion
trends. All the work for him, make disciples.
The queue to the photocopier. Some things unite countries and continents.(source: teachermemes.com)"But Maria Ivanovna, spinner helps me
concentrate!"(source: teachermemes.com)"note to the Teacher: to make a stupid fashion students unfashionable, get it yourself".(source:
teachermemes.com)
Some signs of a school life, which in Russia are not used, for U.S. worker education have cult status, and therefore often fall at the pictures. For
example, metal lockers for learning things that are not only in gyms but also in the corridors.
What matters to this teacher? Someone will throw up the subject of sympathy in the locker love note, a foe — something nasty so that will have to
deal. Bullies have a habit of beating on the lockers and spoil them in the same way as in Russian cities prominaetsya downspouts. But novices often
are unable to cope with their own key, so teachers have to open several complex locks in a day.

questions, excuses, and forgotten "homework"
Memes on Teacher Memes are divided into several sections: common questions, behavior, homework, test students ' attention and participation in
work, training, fun and frustrating part of writing (you can't just sign the piece of paper, right?) attendance, excuses.
On the one hand, in school all the time there is something new on the other — many situation is known to any teacher by heart. They are similar to
myths of the world: General subjects, which are repeated in different countries with only a small correction to the local cultural scenery.
For example, American teachers a lot of jokes about academic credits that students must collect in a certain amount to graduate. If you believe the
meme, negligent students often beg for loans, believing that the teachers can starve.
But "a call for teachers" and "I'll wait until it's quiet" — international eternal values."If you do not like to repeat twice, do not become a teacher."

(source: teachermemes.com)"I have been teaching for many years. I've heard all your excuses. Make at least something original."(source:
teachermemes.com)"come Every day for an hour, but once you have a chance to miss for 3 minutes, and all going through the roof".(source:
teachermemes.com)"Tell me more about why you did not(a) homework. Very interesting."(source: teachermemes.com)"Prepared just before the
test? Also like to live dangerously."(source: teachermemes.com)"What did you say, you want to watch a movie instead of a class?.."(source:
teachermemes.com)"I just patiently wait until the silence."(source: teachermemes.com)

love for the profession
As Russian colleagues, teachers from other countries share not only complaints and jokes, but also successes. For example, show the original
project or how the students managed to transform the class from a boring space with a standard arrangement of tables in a more intimate and
attractive space.
"That's how my classroom looked when I first came/went in there, and that's how he became now."(source: teachermemes.com)
The victim complex as the diagnosis of a Russian teacher
For many professional dedication is the reason for pride and maintain self-esteem. Therefore, teachers often tell in pictures about how preparing
for classes — lying down with legs up on the couch, biting his pencil and fell asleep in the process, just as their own students. Judging by the meme,
some even have to save the visual AIDS and literature from children and Pets. Although sometimes love to the profession are difficult to distinguish
from memes about professional deformation.
Not to say that teachers ' motivational pics I have a profound conviction or taste from the "inspirational quotes" that are exchanged between
managers in the office, but the fact that the graphics editor is taken not to complain and to do something life-affirming, can not but rejoice.
Here are a few images from Teacher and Memes from instagram Teacher Troubles.
"You're a teacher, if you see here in the first place, the chance for a most memorable lesson on fractions".(source: instagram.com)"You're a real
teacher if you leave the lesson plan on the bedside table, and think about him all the time while trying to sleep."(source: teachermemes.com)"don't
let anyone steal your dreams."(source: scontent-sea1-1.cdninstagram.com)"How to quickly become a better teacher than you are now. First step:
stop comparing yourself to other teachers. Second step: to return to the first step."(source: scontent-sea1-1.cdninstagram.com)

